Auditory contrast and speaker quality variation in vowel perception.
Selective adaption and anchoring effects in speech perception have generated several different hypotheses regarding the nature of contextual contrast, including auditory/phonetic feature detector fatigue, response bias, and auditory contrast. In the present study three different seven-step [hId]-[h epsilon d] continua were constructed to represent a low F0 (long vocal tract source), a high F0 (long vocal tract source), and a high F0 (short vocal tract source), respectively. Subjects identified the tokens from each of the stimulus continua under two conditions: an equiprobable control and an anchoring condition which included an endpoint stimulus from one of the three continua occurring at least three times more often than any other single stimulus. Differential contrast effects were found depending on whether the anchor differed from the test stimuli in terms of F0, absolute formant frequencies, or both. Results were inconsistent with both the feature detector fatigue and response bias hypothesis. Rather, the obtained data suggest that vowel contrast occurs on the basis of normalized formant values, thus supporting a version of the auditory-contrast theory.